CASE STUDY

The Hickman Case Study
Overview

GPE and Redinet

Redinet Limited has been providing IT support, cloud,
networking solutions, telephony, connectivity, and much
more to businesses for over 25 years.

Redinet and GPE have had a close working relationship
since 2005. In 2017, Redinet started to expand its work with
GPE and helped with their building portfolio to provide
consultancy, Cyber/IT security and network support.

Great Portland Estates plc (GPE) are a FTSE 250 property
investment and development company owning around
£2.5 billion of real estate in central London.
The Hickman, located in Whitechapel, London is the first
building globally to achieve the prestigious SmartScore
‘Platinum’ rating. A comprehensive redevelopment
completed in September 2020, delivering 75,300 sq ft
of highly tech enabled and sustainable workspace. At
The Hickman, enhanced functionality is provided through
sesame™, GPE’s award-winning smart workplace app, that
gives occupiers full control over their office environment.
The creation of sesame has revolutionised the way people
can control their office space; from occupiers being able
to use contactless entry into the building, to control of
services using real-time energy analysis. This means that
the building can be adapted to change the occupier’s
needs and become more efficient over time.

During each project, we both have a professional attitude
and believe in each other’s core values from start to finish.
Together we make sure each project has a clear strategy
that leads to the best outcome for both companies.
Redinet becomes involved with projects during the crucial
planning stages giving GPE all the resources and plans
needed to take the technology to the next level.
The SmartScore Platinum rating demonstrates GPE’s
vision of continuous innovation to enhance the occupier
workplace experience. The combination of the digital
twin to optimise operational energy, together with the
integration of sesame™ means that occupiers and their
staff enjoy a sustainable and productive workplace.

This case study will show how Redinet and GPE came
together to create a space that will change the future of
office spaces across London.

The team at Redinet thrive on relationships
like we have with GPE. It’s fantastic
collaborating with a team that desire to
push innovation in everything they do.
The relationship has forced us to think in new
ways about how to deliver technology solutions
that make a real difference to the sustainability
and efficiency of GPE’s buildings.
Colin Bridle – Director, Redinet Ltd.

Redinet are hands on with their approach
in projects and are always looking for the
solution not the problem.
Ian Cartwright, Project Manager, GPE

Smart Building
By integrating core building
services into a secure network, the
building can react to its occupiers
and environment. This facilitates
improved building efficiency and
occupier comfort. The solution is to
allow convergence of the building
systems and manage the network
controls securely.

PROVIDING
THE HICKMAN WITH:
IT Support
Telephony
Project Delivery
Consultancy
Cyber Security
OTHER SERVICES
AVAILABLE:
Managed IT
Cloud
Internet Connectivity
and Hosted VoIP

Buildings are getting more
technologically advanced, and
the systems within them are
more connected to enable smart
functionality. Redinet design,
implement, and manage the
network infrastructure to ensure
those systems and the data that
flows through them are secure,
which is of paramount importance.
Steven Rollingson, Head of IT, GPE

Network, Security, Deployment
Through a series of technical
sessions with providers of services
such as access control, lighting,
and BMS, we were able to design
a network infrastructure that brings
together all the key building services.
Using security as the cornerstone of
the design, the network combines
industry leading manufacturers’
equipment and software to provide
a robust and highly available and
secure environment.
Redinet will continue to provide
the IT and network support that
GPE need to deliver smarter,
and technology driven spaces
to occupiers.

Conclusion
The Hickman has certainly had a huge impact
on the property development industry moving
forward, using technology to change the way
developers and occupiers make the most out
of their space. Redinet and GPE will continue
to work together on future buildings and push
the boundaries of smart building technology.
Technology is always changing and with that,
we will move forward together and create even
more smart and spacious offices.

The Hickman is London’s smartest building,
massively helping GPE reach our yearly
sustainability targets. Redinet have had a key
role in achieving the SmartScore rating and are
a valued and trusted member of the GPE team.
James Pellatt, Director of Workplace
& Innovation, GPE
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